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Nighttime 
 
Swami: I’m sure it don’t take three months to learning Sanskrit, I’m 
sure it takes to one year. (laughter)!  
 
Swami has a small discussion about transcribing his talks. 
 
Gaya: We want to make a deal with you. You cannot take samadhi 
until we learn Sanskrit.  You’ll be with us forever! 
 
Swami:  Don’t waste your times.  That’s my sincere, serious advice.  
It’s not your Hollywood time.  It’s not your vacation time.  It’s hard 
work time.  Every hour you make sure what you learned.  Everyday 
you make sure what you learn, new things.  Every week you have to 
feel so strong yourself, how much you made it.  Only you have to 
suck, you have to digest the information - everything.  I’m sure 
ninety percent people is ignoring that, nobody can’t help it.  I’m so 
sorry, if it’s too much hard work to you, no problem - go and take 
back to your country, be peaceful, enjoy your life.  I don’t want to put 
it too much pressure and work.  You follow your heart.  What I said, 
RK? 
 
RK: If it’s too much work, no problem, go back to your countries 
enjoy and relax.  I don’t want to put too much pressure and hard 
work.  Follow your hearts. 
 
Swami:  Follow your heart.  Don’t feel shy, he’s your master, we 
should follow him, la, la, la—no.  I can’t command on your life.  I’m 
your friend, I’m not your boss.  Of course I’m your master one level, 
who is teaching information, but your life is your life.  Be peaceful, 
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relax, think, see how much you can afford.  Don’t feel like, “Oh, if I’m 
going back, maybe everybody thinking I’m unworthy.”  Then going 
down, hmmm-ummm.  Don’t create your lives as a hell - ok?  Figure 
out all your stuff, then let’s go Hampi.   
 
Why the fire accident happened - the Southeast corner is extended.  
Today I made it, seen the exact line - thirty-six feet it’s extended.  
Even though I made it like L-shape, still it’s there.  We have to make 
the walls and fixing.  The northeast I have to make all the land clean 
up, putting again like new garden there, putting small Dattatreya 
temple and Ganesh temple.  It has to be done in forty-five days.   
 
Cindy: Is the vaastu fixed in the rooms? 
 
Swami: Yes, good power who stays in that rooms.  They have a 
northeast entrance - very good.  Almost the sixty-hours cassettes, it’s 
good information.  It’s like two books?  Three books?  Huge! It’s a lot!  
It’s enough.   
 
Myuri: There are some major subjects that are very long like angels, 
de-charging, healing techniques… 
 
Swami: In this week I will make out with Anya and Cindy some 
cassettes - I can make recording.  In fifteen, twenty days the cassettes 
will be fine.  I can chant all the prayers in one cassette - make it done.  
It’s a good gift to the world, direct Swami’s working in the studio, 
releasing it.  Entire the elements in one cassette - direct Swami voice.  
If I sit four hours like sixty prayers maximum, I can complete.  Is it 
true RK? 
 
RK: I would think more than that.   
 
Swami: Three hours. 
 

End of Talk 
 
 
 


